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ABSTRACT 
 
 Ice Springs Volcanic Field, located in the Black Rock Desert west of Fillmore, 
Utah, is composed of three large craters, Crescent, Miter, and Terrace, and several 
smaller craters. Concern over the hazards of the volcanic field, ±660 years old, 
reactivating prompted the creation of a hazards model. This study focuses on Miter Crater 
in order to conduct a ballistic analysis of the blocks and bombs observed along the crater 
rim. Data analysis of Miter Crater ejecta was then used to create a hazards model for 
ballistic volcanic ejecta.  
 Thirty-four blocks and bombs were recorded along the rim of Miter Crater. 
Teardrop, quot (cowpie), spheroidal, and ribbon bombs were recorded and sampled 
around the crater rim. All blocks sampled were massive basalts and were found in situ in 
the northeastern quadrant (the only undisturbed section of Miter Crater from quarrying). 
Data collected was then used to model possible trajectories and muzzle velocities for 
each block and bomb according to their respective recorded parameters in the program 
Eject!. The application of drag to large, dense blocks did little to change flight paths. 
With smaller blocks and bombs, the effect of drag on flight paths became increasingly 
dramatic at higher ejection angles. The eruptions involving these blocks and bombs likely 
experienced a relatively large zone of reduced drag and/or multiple collisions that aided 
in the transport of smaller ejecta. 
 A hazards map was created that shows four zones of differing risk levels. 
Intuitively, the level of risk due to ejecta impact decreases as one heads away from the 
eruptive center. The extent of the largest zone reaches approximately 1300 m in diameter. 
A model was devised that used a polar plot to prove the risk trend shown in the hazards 
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map. The model was also used to create ballistic curves for conditions of zero drag, 
constant drag, and zones of reduced drag.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 The science of modern ballistics was first developed for military studies dealing 
with short and long range missile trajectories (Blondel, 1683; Belidor, 1731; Robins, 
1742; Euler, 1753; Hall, 1969). It soon branched off into volcanological studies, 
assessing the dispersal of blocks and bombs in order to ascertain information regarding 
the eruption. The information derived from ballistic analysis can be used toward a 
hazards model. Hazard models are extremely important for the risk assessment associated 
with an area. Ballistic projectiles hazard maps can be created that depict likely 
distributions of ballistic projectiles in different explosive scenarios (Alatorre-
Ibargüengoitia, 2006). 
 This project takes place on Miter Crater, a cinder cone in the Ice Springs Volcanic 
Field. The objectives of this research are to characterize possible flight paths under 
different eruptive circumstances based on the observed field data using both Eject! and 
mathematical modeling and to create a hazards map based on these observed results. A 
ballistic analysis can determine the initial ejecta velocities (muzzle velocities), final 
impact velocities, probable ejection angles, effect of drag on ejecta, and the total energy 
involved in the initial eruption. From these data sets a hazards map for the volcanic ejecta 
can be created. 
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GEOLOGIC SETTING 
 
Basin and Range Tectonics  
 
 The state of Utah encompasses three major physiographic provinces, including 
the Middle Rocky Mountains, the Colorado Plateau, and the Basin and Range (Figure 1).  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Basin and Range is the most expansive intracontinental rift system in the world, 
ranging from Oregon and Idaho down through much of Mexico (Figure 2) (Allmendinger 
et al., 1983). The province is in a state of widespread extension that began 17.5 million 
years ago when movement began along the San Andreas transform fault. The Pacific 
plate was then able to slide northwest by the North American plate, which was moving 
west and still is today (Atwater, 1970). This replaced the subduction boundary between 
Figure 1. Topographic 
relief map of Utah 
illustrating the three 
dominant provinces, 
divided by yellow lines, 
and the Back Rock 
Desert outlined by the 
black rectangle. Black 
Rock Desert volcanic 
fields are colored in red 
and lakes in blue (Hintz, 
2008, fig 1.3).  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the North American plate and the Farallon plate, presently located deep in Earth’s mantle 
beneath the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 3) (Atwater, 1970; Hintze, 2005).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Normal faults caused by extension are shown trending north-south. The San 
Andreas Fault also generally trends north-south. The Basin and Range is defined by its 
high angle normal faults. The lightly shaded young volcanic rock, which includes active 
volcanism and late Cenozoic basalt flows, is related to Basin and Range faulting (Hintze, 
2005, figure 94). 
  8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Hawkesworth et al. (1995) provided evidence for lithospheric thinning and 
extension by looking at magmatism in the Basin and Range. While magmatism at 
destructive plate margins tended to have significant melt generation, magmatism in the 
Basin and Range contained significantly less. There were also only small volumes of 
magma with similar minor and trace element characteristics to oceanic basalts, indicating 
only small amounts of melt from the underlying asthenosphere. With this information, 
Hawkesworth et al. (1995) concluded that “magmatism in the Basin and Range was not 
associated with a significant increase in temperature, such as might be contributed to a 
mantle plume, but rather it was in response to lithospheric extension.”  
 
Figure 3. Time-slice maps that illustrate the progression of the complete subduction of the 
Farallon Plate and the creation of the San Andreas transform boundary (USGS, 1999). 
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 High angle normal faulting facilitates the lithospheric extension in the Basin and 
Range. One of the most significant normal fault systems in Utah is the Wasatch Fault 
(Hintze, 2005). It occurs along the eastern margin of the Great Basin. Faulting in the 
Basin and Range is more complicated than a simple horst and graben model with only 
high angle normal faults. Because of the North American plate’s convergent boundary 
history with the Farallon plate, thrust faults are also found throughout the Basin and 
Range (Atwater, 1970).   
 Data from the Consortium for Continental Reflection Profiling (COCORP) in 
west-central Utah showed that the crustal structure in the Basin and Range is controlled 
by low angle detachment faults. Often these detachment faults were in the form of 
metamorphic core complexes. These occurred when the upper plate (unmetamorphosed 
rock) was intensely fractured due to a significant amount of horizontal extension. These 
fractures were usually in the form of high angle normal faults and formed a “tectonic 
window,” exposing mylonitic rock from the lower crust (Figure 4) (Lister and Davis, 
1988; Fossen, 2011). An example would be the Snake Range decollment in Nevada 
(Allmendinger et al., 1983).  
N  
N  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Figure 4. The basics of metamorphic core complexes are shown in this figure, including 
detachment faults, normal faults, and the exposed metamorphic lower crust (Anater, 2008). 
 
 Although the detachment surfaces exhibit seismic characteristics normally 
associated with thrust faults, they are not significantly displaced by any high angle 
normal faults, showing that they occurred in recent history during extension 
(Allmendinger et al., 1983). If the detachment faults were significantly displaced by the 
current stress regime’s high angle normal faults, then we could infer that the detachment 
surfaces were formed under different tectonic conditions. These faults were traced along 
70 km or more of horizontal distance at depths of 12 to 15 km (Allmendinger et al., 1983).  
 
Black Rock Desert 
 
 Our study area, Ice Springs Volcanic Field in the Black Rock Desert, is located in 
the eastern portion of the American Basin and Range province, directly west of the 
Transition Zone (Figure 1). The Black Rock and Sevier Deserts encompass a graben 
bounded on the west by the Cricket Mountains horst and on the east by the Pahvant 
Mountains horst (Condie and Barsky, 1972). The Sevier Desert Detachment fault 
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underlays both the Black Rock and Sevier deserts (Figure 5) (Hintze and Davis, 2003; 
Allmendinger et al., 1983). Pre-volcanic topography of the study area consists of normal 
faulting from Basin and Range extension, cutting through deposits of all ages, as well as 
basin-fill sedimentation (Figure 6) (Hintz, 2008; Hintze, 2005). Lacustrine deposits, 
mostly fine-grained silts and limestones from the Neogene and Quaternary, make up the 
majority of the Black Rock Desert (Oviatt, 1991).  
 
Figure 5. Sevier Desert Detachment is shown underlying the Sevier Desert just north of the 
Black Rock Desert. The high angle normal faults are situated overtop of the Sevier 
Detachment and above them basin fill sedimentation has occurred. Black Rock Desert 
volcanism erupted through these basin-fill sediments (Oviatt 1991). 
 
 
 Many of the lacustrine deposits are remnant from Lake Bonneville, a massive lake 
that covered much of the Great Basin (Figure 6), now western Utah (Oviatt, 1991). Lake 
Bonneville formed around 30 ka, reached it maximum depth at the Bonneville Flood 
level (5,090 ft.), fell to its most widespread shoreline at the Provo Level (4,740 ft.), and 
then entered a general decline until extinction (Currey, 1989; Hintze, 2005). Lake 
Bonneville is an important detail to factor in while studying the Black Rock Desert 
because it formed around the middle of the area’s eruptive history. Lake Bonneville has 
eroded cinder cones, in some cases severely, that existed prior to its birth and played a 
crucial role in the eruptive process of several subaqueous volcanic eruptions. Hintz 
(2008) states that 
 12 
 “The quality of outcrop exposures in the study area varies greatly depending 
 on the depositional age of the unit relative to the occupation of Pleistocene 
 Lake Bonneville and subsequently the amount of sand cover. Volcanic 
 deposits that post-date or are synchronous with the Lake Bonneville 
 occupation, such as Pahvant Butte, Ice Springs and Tabernacle Hill, have 
 excellent outcrop exposures…” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cinder Cones 
  
 Eruptions can be arranged into three episodes according to Hoover (1974). 
Episode 1 consisted of subaerial eruptions including Beaver Ridge 1, Kanosh, and Beaver 
Ridge 2 lavas. Two more subaerial eruptions followed in Episode 2 at Pahvant field as 
well as phreatic subaqueous eruptions in Lake Bonneville shortly afterwards at Pahvant 
Butte and Tabernacle Hill. Episode 3 is characterized by subaerial eruptions in the 
Tabernacle and Ice Springs fields (Figure 7). These represent the most recent basaltic 
volcanism in the Black Rock Desert (Hoover, 1974).  
 
Figure 6. The Great Basin, 
Lake Bonneville and its 
respective basin, and the 
current Great Salt Lake 
are shown in southwest 
USA . Lake Bonneville 
covered northwest Utah 
almost entirely when at 
some of its highest levels. 
(Currey, 1990, figure 1) 
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 Hoover (1974) did not include all volcanic fields that came into existence during 
the Quaternary. Condie and Barsky (1972) give details on seven volcanic fields, some 
overlapping with Hoover (1974) and some not; these include the Black Rock, Deseret, 
Pavant, Kanosh, Tabernacle, Cove Fort, and Ice Springs Volcanic Field (Figure 8).  
For the purposes of this project, the first six fields will not be discussed in detail. 
However, the next section will discuss the Ice Springs Volcanic Field in great detail 
because it is our designated field area.  
Figure 7. Age 
relationship between 
Lake Bonneville and 
the Quaternary 
bimodal eruptions that 
have occurred in the 
Black Rock Desert 
(Condie and Barsky, 
1972, figure 2).  
 14 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Map of the Black Rock Desert showing the different fields (modified after Condie 
and Barsky, 1972, Figure 1). Ice Springs volcanic field is outlined in blue.  
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ICE SPRINGS 
 
Cones and Flows 
 
 Ice Springs is the most recently erupted volcanic field, 660 ± 170 years ago, in the 
Black Rock Desert and is located 15 km west of Fillmore (Hintz 2008). The field covers 
an area of approximately 20 km2 (Condie and Barsky, 1972). It consists of a series of 
cinder cones and their related lava flows (Lynch and Nash, 1980). As shown in Figures 9 
and 10, there are four main cinder cones and respective lava flows, although Condie and 
Barsky (1972) and Gilbert (1890) only discuss the three largest cinder cones. Hoover 
(1974) states that remnants of eight other cones, mostly spatter cones made of mainly 
scoria at the eruptive center, are clustered nearby. One of these is left perfectly intact 
west of the Crescent crater and north of the Miter crater (Figure 9) (Hoover, 1974). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. General map illustrating the distribution of major lava flow lobes and eruptive 
craters in the Ice Springs Volcanic field (Lynch and Nash 1980, figure 1). 
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 The three largest craters, shown in Figure 10, are Crescent, the oldest of the three 
and 500 meters in diameter, Miter, the youngest and 300 meters in diameter, and Terrace, 
also 300 meters in diameter (Condie and Barsky, 1972). Aa basalts cover the Ice Spring 
field except near the eruptive craters where pahoehoe dominates (Condie and Barsky, 
1972). Condie and Barsky (1972) speculate that “basalts were very fluid at the time of 
eruption (forming pahoehoe), loosing their volatiles and increasing in viscosity as they 
moved outward, thus developing aa structure.” The lack of any Lake Bonneville 
sediments on the flows and absence of terraces exhibited by the craters indicates 
volcanism in Ice Springs occurred post Lake Bonneville. There is also very little soil 
cover and plant life on the volcanic field that helps confirm its young age (Condie and 
Barsky, 1972).  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. A) Aerial view 
of Crescent, Miter, 
Terrace, and Pocket 
craters looking north. B) 
Aerial view of Crescent, 
Miter and Pocket craters 
looking east. (Images 
taken from Google Earth) 
Crescent 
Crescent Pocket
 Miter 
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 Crescent is the oldest and largest crater, although less than half of the crater is 
preserved (Figure 11). What is left of the cone consists of “red and black cinder, armored 
by scoriaceous spatter, on the eastern flank” (Hoover, 1974). A quarry set along the 
eastern flanks of Crescent exposes cinder bedding up to 50 feet thick and inclined away 
from the rim at 25-30° angles. On the inner slope of Crescent, welded spatter and cinder 
are inclined at 45-50° angles (Hoover, 1974). 
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 Miter cone is most intact of the three large cones. Like Crescent, Miter’s eruption 
began as a cinder cone but ended as a spatter cone. Cinder is found only in quarried 
sections of both Miter and Crescent. At Miter, no cinder is observed above the spatter 
“armor” that completely covers the cone. Terrace crater is relatively low-lying and 
comprised of layered spatter and aa flows underneath a tephra veneer (Hoover, 1974). 
Gilbert (1890) speculated that a molten lake left behind the terraces that give the crater its 
name, although quarrying activities have destroyed parts of them.  
 
Figure 11. This picture shows the Crescent crater from the quarried 
east side. Photo taken by Shelley Judge. 
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Eruptive History from Hoover (1974) 
 
 Ice Springs Volcanic Field began its eruption in a zone of crustal weakness 
caused by faulting located in what is now the northern lobe of the field. Simultaneously, 
the Crescent cinder cone was building and blowing cinder out mainly towards the east 
due to prevailing westerly winds. A discharge of lava followed that breached the 
northwestern rim and let lava proceed northward, “fed by a well-established river of lava 
partially eclipsing the Pavant lavas” (Hoover, 1974). Lavas then breached the southern 
rim of the Crescent and flowed for a brief time to the southeast (Hoover, 1974). 
 Several nested craters developed inside of Crescent after its termination, including 
Miter and Pocket, which destroyed the western parts of Crescent by rafting and 
assimilation. Lava flows first breached the northern and western rims of Miter and Pocket, 
respectively. Both flows were channeled northward by Crescent’s western ridge (Hoover, 
1974). Gilbert (1890) claims the northern breach of Miter was repaired with spatter ejecta. 
Subsequently, the western rim of Miter was breached and aa lava flowed first to the west 
and then southwest, creating the significant western lobe seen in Figure 10. Possibly 
simultaneously, Terrace volcanic cone developed and lava flowed from its southern 
rampart (Hoover, 1974). Because of this, lavas from both vents comprise the lava flows 
located in the southeast. However, lavas in the severe southeastern lobe are almost only 
from Terrace cone, which continued to erupt lava after Miter died out (Hoover, 1974). 
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BALLISTICS 
Background and Previous Works 
 
 The past century has yielded much research on the ejection of large blocks and 
bombs from volcanic explosions. Hintz (2008) states that studying eruptive ballistics aids 
to understand “the dynamic nature of explosive eruptions, including block trajectories, 
eruptive energies, gas-rock mass fractions, explosion and fragmentation depths and 
conduit geometries.” Early volcanic ballistic studies were developed from military 
studies concerning short and long-range missile trajectories (Blondel, 1683; Belidor, 
1731; Robins, 1742; Euler, 1753; Hall, 1969). Figure 12 displays some of the major 
variables controlling ejecta flight. 
 
 
 
 
 Many people have made significant strides towards quantifying ballistic 
trajectories of blocks and bombs in volcanology. Minakami (1942) was one of the first to 
develop a mathematical relation between initial velocity and trajectory angle of ejecta to 
the distance traveled upon ejection. Minakami (1942) also took into account air drag, 
assuming a constant drag coefficient. Wilson (1972) was the first to develop a 
mathematical algorithm for ballistic trajectories that accounted for variations in drag 
Figure 12. Diagram illustrating the major forces acting on ejecta erupted from a 
volcanic vent. In this case, the initial velocity pushes the ejecta up and to the right. The 
force of drag pushes in the opposite direction to the flight path and gravity is actively 
pulling down on the ejecta (Mastin 2001, figure 2). 
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coefficient with Reynolds number. In 1993, Fagents and Wilson would further this 
method by taking into account the reduced drag experiences near the vent. Self et al. 
(1980) describes the ballistics of the 1977 Ukinrek Maars phreomagmatic eruption in 
Alaska. Mastin (2001) developed a user-friendly computer program named Eject! in 
which the range of ejecta can be determined based on parameters such as block size, 
angle of release, initial velocity, elevation, and zone of reduced drag. Hintz (2008) uses 
basic ballistic equations derived mostly from Wilson (1972) and Self et al (1980) and 
compares her results to those of Eject! in her masters thesis. The work of Self et al. 
(1980), Mastin (2001), and Hintz (2008) will be discussed in further detail in the 
following sections.  
 
Case Study: Ukinrek Maars, Alaska  
 Self et al. (1980) characterized the Ukinrek Maars, Alaska phreatomagmatic 
eruptions of 1977 and completed a ballistic analysis on the ejected blocks. Two types of 
bomb and block distribution occurred around the maars (Figure 13). Type 1 consisted of 
late ejected aprons of block and bomb around East Maar, mainly lithics and large juvenile 
clasts. Type 2 consisted of large, early ejected at shallow depth, lithic blocks that formed 
a belt of impact craters, subsequently buried by ash fall, up to 700 m from the eruptive 
center.  
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 Type 2 blocks seemed to increase in size along with increased distance from the 
source. This stands to reason, as larger blocks are little affected by wind and much less 
affected by drag forces (Self et al., 1980; Wilson, 1972). Therefore, when doing 
calculations the effects of wind on blocks larger than 20 cm was negligent and could be 
set to zero. Self et al. (1980) also discussed the role of optimum ejection angles. The long 
held belief was that 45° is the most efficient launch angle; that is, with a specific initial 
velocity and/or energy input, the ejecta will exhibit the largest maximum range. However, 
it varied somewhat with size of ejecta. For blocks larger than two meters in diameter, the 
launch angle for maximum range was up to 63-65° (Self et al., 1980). The ballistic 
analysis by Self et al. (1980) indicated a maximum muzzle velocity of 100-150 m s-1. 
 Wilson was credited in the Self et al. (1980) paper with the idea that when blocks 
are erupted in a gas stream or explosion, the initial drag force on the blocks is zero. 
Figure 13. Map view of the eight profiles where type 1 block and bomb sizes were 
measured on Ukinrek Maars. Circles indicate sampling areas, black dots indicate 
impact crates left by type 2 blocks. Small dots mark craters under 10 m in diameter and 
large dots mark craters over 10 m in diameter (Self et al. 1980, figure 10). 
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However, the gas cloud decelerates much more rapidly than the larger ejecta, and the 
drag force increases as the difference between the two velocity rates increases. The effect 
of drag in different media is shown numerically in Figure 14.  
 
 
Figure 14. Four different ballistic situations, which demonstrate the influence of drag on an 
ejectas flight path. (1) Still air, (2) gas envelope of 10 m, results in the velocity decaying 1/e 
(approx. 1/3) of its initial value, (3) similar to 2 but the gas envelope stratches 100 m, (4) 
vacuum with no drag. The smaller blocks are affected significantly more by drag than the 
larger blocks (Self et al. 1980, Table 1). 
 
 Self et al. (1980) also gave an equation to determine total kinetic energy for the 
largest explosions involving type 2 blocks,  
 
where Xm=horizontal range of blocks, ρr=rock density, w=depth to explosion point, 
g=acceleration due to gravity, and θ=angle of ejection. 
 
 
Case Study: Tabernacle Hill, Black Rock Desert 
 Hintz (2008) conducted a ballistics analysis on the composite proximal 
pyroclastic deposits generated during the initial phases of the Tabernacle Hill eruption, 
located in the Black Rock Desert. Tabernacle Hill formed first by a phreatomagmatic 
phase with magma ascending through crust 30-34 km thick (Hintz, 2008). Condie and 
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Barsky (1972) claim the reservoir was 15-35 km deep and interacted explosively with 
water near the surface and atmosphere. The swift magmatic fragmentation and vapor 
expansion forced pre-existing igneous and sedimentary rocks to erode and mix with the 
magma (Hintz 2008). Hintz (2008) states this created “the wide variety of volcanic blocks 
and bombs observed on Tabernacle Hill…” The phreatomagmatic explosions eventually 
created a tuff cone (≈50 m high) out of ejecta around the original vent as seen in Figure 
15 (Hintz 2008).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 Hintz (2008) measured 74 blocks, ranging from 0.2 to 0.6 m in diameter, along a 
circular transect spanning 650 m (Figure 15). Blocks were only measured on the rim of 
the tuff cone for two main reasons. Many blocks ejected farther have been covered by 
lava flows and/or rolled down the slope, which would cause error in the ballistics analysis 
(Hintz 2008). Hintz (2008) measured a maximum block distance of 411 m from the vent, 
although undoubtedly some were erupted farther. An in situ block is shown in Figure 16. 
Figure 15. Shaded 
relief map of the 
Tabernacle Hill tuff 
cone. Red dots 
indicated locations of 
74 blocks measured 
and mapped by Hintz 
(2008, figure 3.1). 
 24 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Analytical analysis by Hintz (2008) determined minimum ejection velocities 
between 60-150 m s-1. This estimate was comparable to the work by Self et al. (1980) 
discussed previously (100-150 m s-1). The analysis also showed a general sorting of the 
blocks observed with respect to distance from the crater. As distance increased, block 
size increased, displaying a positive relationship. This result implied that drag is not 
nearly so significant for large blocks traveling relatively short distances (Hintz, 2008). 
The poorly constrained depth of explosion caused significant differences for the total 
kinetic energy. When calculated with an angle of 45° and 15 m depth, the explosion gave 
4.5 x 1011 J or approximately 0.4 kT yield; but, when calculated with a depth of 20 m at 
the same angle (45°), the explosion gave 1.05 x 1012 J or roughly 1.1 kT yield (Hintz, 
2008). Hintz (2008) also compared her analytical analysis with those produced by the 
computer program Eject!, created by Mastin (2001). The results, shown below in Figure 
17, were similar, with no apparent correlation to size of the block. 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Picture of an in situ 
block cemented in partially 
palagonitized tuff on the rim of 
the Tabernacle Hill tuff cone. 
The block produced a sag 
structure, although it is not 
readily apparent in this photo. 
(Hintz 2008, figure 3.3)  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Eject! 
 Eject! is a program that can be used for easy and quick ballistics calculations 
according to Mastin (2001). The program is freeware and runs on any computer running 
Microsoft Windows 95 or later. Mastin’s (2001) paper explains the physics and 
numerical methods behind the calculations. Drag can be controlled as either constant or 
variable in order to do tests such as those by Hintz (2008). For the variable drag, the user 
can control the distance of reduced drag that affected the ejecta’s flight pattern (Mastin, 
2001).  
  Mastin (2001) includes several variables in his governing equations that Hintz 
(2008) does not. For example, variable drag involving the reduced drag near the vent can 
be accounted for if the distance affected is known. Other examples are the horizontal 
tailwind, mach number, and variable air density with elevation changes (Mastin, 2001). 
In order to accurately account for these variables, a documented history of weather 
conditions and the eruption itself would be necessary.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Analytical data from Hintz (2008) with no drag, Eject! with no drag, and Eject! 
with variable drag using a 45° ejection angle for four different blocks of ranging sizes (38 is 
the largest, 64 is the smallest, and the other two are of average size).    
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METHODS 
 
Field Methods 
 
 The crater rim was tracked using GPS Units. The method of tracking followed the 
inner part of the crater rim. Tracking the crater rim helped ensure that blocks and bombs 
were being recorded at or near the topographic high. This was important for ejecta found 
not in situ and with no sag structures. The farther ejecta were found from the topographic 
high and not in situ, the higher the possible degree of error could be due to natural, mass 
movements. If a bomb were found on the slope of the crater with no sag structure, there is 
no telling if it actually landed there or if it landed nearer the top and subsequently rolled 
down. 
 I recorded and sampled a variety of blocks and bombs from Miter Crater. For 
each, the three major axes were measured, GPS coordinates in UTM were taken using a 
Garmin GPSmap 60CSx (this also gave elevation for future ballistic calculations), 
shape/morphology were identified, and photographs of each bomb or block were taken. 
Each block or bomb was given a sample number starting with “WC,” followed by 
sequential numbers. At least one block or bomb from each observed morphology was 
sampled in order to test for volume and mass, which will then yielded density for the 
sample. If a bomb of the same morphology was recorded and it was a different 
composition or density (determined by vesicularity estimates and the heft test), then it 
was sampled. The densities obtained from these collected samples were utilized for those 
other samples of similar morphology and vesicularity in order to ascertain a mass 
estimate for further calculations.  
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 Each collected sample received the standard name (ex. WC19) for all recorded 
ejecta as well as another collection name. The collection name was based upon 
specifications devised by the field group for labeling samples taken back to lab, such as 
M-12-WC01. In this name for collected ejecta, the “M” stands for Miter, 12 for the year 
in which we did field work, WC to indicate researcher initials, and lastly numbers 
counting up sequentially. Note that these numbers are not the same as those of the 
standard name so they cannot be used interchangeably.    
 
Lab Methods 
 Volume of sampled blocks and bombs was determined by measuring the amount 
of displaced water using a graduated cylinder. Three separate measurements were 
completed and recorded for each sample in order to ensure data accuracy. The three 
measurements were then used to find an average for the sample. Mass of sampled ejecta 
was determined using a digital scale accurate to the hundredth decimal place. Again, 
three measurements were completed for each sample and averages were calculated.  
 Density was calculated for each sample by dividing mass (grams) by volume 
(cm3). If there were multiple samples of the same morphology, then an average density 
was determined for that respective morphology. This value was then used for analysis of 
the recorded bombs that were not sampled.  
 
 
Eject! Methods 
 To use Mastin’s (2001) program Eject!, the following variables needed to be input 
to calculate results: elevation of takeoff point (m), vertical displacement of the landing 
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point with respect to the takeoff point (m), density (kg/m3), diameter (m), ejection angle 
(degrees), drag coefficient, zone of reduced drag (m), and the initial velocity (m/s). The 
elevation for the crater bottom (1442 m) was used for all block and bomb takeoff points. 
Since we do not know the actual ejection angle, a constant set of angles (45°, 60°, 75°, 
and 85°) were used for each block or bomb in order to gain perspective on flight 
dynamics under differing circumstances. For two blocks (WC24 and WC19) and one 
bomb (WC33), a finer interval of angles was tested (45°, 60°, 65°, 70°, 75°, 80°, and 85°) 
to further illustrate the impact of size and shape on flight dynamics. 
 There were several options for drag coefficients. A constant drag coefficient could 
be input for calculations; for all ejecta recorded, a constant drag coefficient of zero was 
utilized to ascertain data under vacuum conditions. A variable drag can also be applied 
according to shape (sphere, high cube, low cube, artillery shell, or all shapes). For this 
study, all recorded blocks were calculated using the high cube function because of their 
inherent angularity, and all bombs were calculated using the sphere function because of 
their general aerodynamic shape. WC24, WC19, and WC33 were also evaluated with a 
zone of reduced drag. The zone of reduced drag was calculated by dividing the average of 
the horizontal distance traveled by two.  
 Upon calculation, Eject! yielded the following output data: horizontal distance 
traveled (m), maximum flight height (m) with respect to the takeoff point, final velocity 
(m/s), and time traveled (s). All input data to yield these results was recorded (elevation), 
previously calculated (ejecta radius and density), or previously determined (ejection 
angles) except for the initial velocity. Because the horizontal distance was known from 
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the field data and the initial velocity was not, initial velocity needed to be estimated and 
matched with the correct corresponding horizontal distance.  
 
Hazards Map Methods 
 The data for a preliminary hazards map for Miter Crater was created using the 
data from blocks WC21-WC24. These blocks were chosen over using all of the recorded 
data because they are larger and denser. This meant that drag affected them very little, 
and they provided the most reliable data regardless of differing conditions applied to 
them. The following statements were assumed when making the hazards map: (1) every 
ejection angle tested (45°, 60°, 75°, and 85°) for each block was a possible scenario, and 
(2) every initial velocity calculated for those ejection angles was possible. The higher 
initial velocities from WC21-WC24 that were derived from the 85° were then applied to 
lower angles (75°, 60°, and 45°) using Eject!. This produced a set of horizontal distance 
data with 45° producing the farthest distance. Elevation change in these calculations was 
assumed to be zero. The data for the four blocks was then averaged and mapped in 
ArcGIS 10 using buffers around the proposed eruptive center.  
 
Modeling with Mathematica 
 A simple mathematical modeling program was devised using basic Newtonian 
equations in the program Mathematica 8. The goal of this model was to test Eject! for 
accuracy and gain a closer look at the controlling attributes to the flight paths of these 
ballistic ejecta. A plot was set up where the initial velocity, ejection angle, and air 
viscosity (acts as the drag coefficient) can be altered by sliders or an input box. The flight 
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path would change accordingly in real time. The initial parameters such as mass, landing 
elevation, gravity, and zone of reduced drag was input earlier in the program.  
 A polar plot for the hypothetical distribution of blocks was made using data from 
blocks WC21-WC24. The plot utilized the RandomReal function to generate map 
distribution of volcanic ejecta under the following variable paraemeters: azimuth angle, 
ejection angle (45°-90°, any lower and the ejecta would not clear the crater rim), and 
initial velocity (0-86 m/s, values based on observed initial velocities in Eject!). A full 
version of this model can be seen in Appendix VI. 
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RESULTS 
 
Field Results 
 
 To explain field results more clearly, Miter Crater was divided into four quadrants 
(northwest, southwest, northeast, and southeast) (Figure 18). The quadrants do not align 
perfectly with the center of the crater, but rather with the northern breach. Ice Springs 
Volcanic Field, including Miter Crater, has been quarried significantly for its distinctive 
red volcanic rock. The areas affected most by these quarrying disturbances within Miter 
Crater are the northeast and southwest quadrants. The only undisturbed section of Miter 
Crater occurs directly west of the northern breach in the northwest quadrant.  
Figure 18. Aerial image of the data collected for ballistic analysis. White lines roughly 
divide Miter Crater into quadrants based on the northern breach. Green squares indicate 
blocks and red circles indicate bombs. White circle represents the crater center. Yellow 
lines outline the northern breach of the crater wall. Blue line illustrates the track of the 
crater rim. Orange indicated where spatter buildup cut off the northern breach. Quarry 
roads are seen all along the rim in the northeast, southeast, and southwest quadrants.  
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The Crater is approximately 220 meters in diameter and the southeast quadrant exhibits 
the highest topography (≈4900 ft.) where there is a concentration in recorded ejecta 
(Figure 18). The lowest elevation in the crater is at 1442 m elevation. This elevation was 
used for the volcanic center. 
 
Bombs 
 The majority of bombs (WC00-WC15) were recorded along the southeast 
quadrant. The majority of bombs observed, especially in the southeast quadrant, seemed 
to be found in red cinders and were red themselves, making them somewhat difficult to 
distinguish from the surrounding rubble. All bombs sampled exhibited a characteristic 
morphology. These included fusiform, quot (cowpie), spheroidal, ribbon, and spindle 
morphology (Figure 19) (see Appendix I).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19. The following samples were all collected to model density and mass of bombs and 
blocks sampled. a) M-12-WC05-small fusiform bomb. b) M-12-WC03-spheroidal bomb. c) 
Ribbon bomb that has been folded over itself found on the inner slope of the Northwest 
quadrant. d) Quot, or cowpie, bomb. 
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No bombs were found along the northeast quadrant of the Miter rim, and only two bombs 
were found in the southwest quadrant. All fusiform and spheroidal bombs sampled had 
exteriors with very low vesicularity (<5%) and interiors with high vesicularity (>40%) 
(Figure 20). Ribbon and quot bombs experienced high vesicularity (>40%) in their 
entirety. 
 
 
Figure 20. Cross-section view of M-12-WC01. The dashed line follows the change in 
vesicularity from exterior to interior. From the white horizontal line down to the yellow is 
the least vesiculated, yellow to orange experiences slightly more vesicles but still fairly 
massive, and from the orange down through the interior of the bomb is very vesiculated. 
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Blocks 
 All blocks that were sampled and collected were on the undisturbed northwest 
quadrant of the Miter rim. Only sparse and small (less than 10 centimeters on any axis) 
blocks were found along the northeast quadrant of the Miter rim. The morphology of 
sampled blocks is massive (very low vesicularity, <5%), dense, and tabular. Many 
display jointed surfaces, and one block showed a plumose structure (Figure 21). Two 
block samples, WC21 and WC23, appeared to have shattered upon landing impact 
(Figure 21).  
 
 
             
 
Figure 21. WC21- During flight this block was probably one piece, but upon landing impact 
forces, it shattered into pieces. Rock hammer for scale. 
 
Blocks, particularly smaller blocks on the scale of tens of centimeters or less, were 
loosely held in the surrounding spatter, which constituted the top layer of the undisturbed 
section of rim (Figure 22). These blocks were easily dislodged from the surrounding rock. 
These blocks also appear to be only surficial, providing evidence for eruptive placement 
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rather than being picked up in an effusive flow. Oftentimes, in larger blocks, the first two 
axes are considerably larger than that of the third (ex. WC24 with axes 360x264x75 cm, 
Figure 22) (see Appendix I). 
 
 
Figure 22. Blocks from the Northwest rim of Miter crater. a) Sample M-12-WC08 (WC19)-
loosely held massive basalt block in a vesiculated host rock. b) WC24, outlined in white and 
the largest block sampled, with a student for scale. This block was also found emplaced into 
the top spatter. 
  
A) 
B) 
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Lab Results 
 Sampled blocks and bombs exhibited volumes between 31 cm3 (WC10) to 980 
cm3 (WC00). Volume measurements proved to be the most difficult to minimize error for 
larger samples. The largest standard deviation for error was 9.07 cm3 for sample WC09. 
The average standard deviation for all blocks and bombs sampled was 3.46 cm3. 
Contrarily, mass measurements were very accurate with standard deviation ranging from 
zero to .008165 g. Average standard deviation for mass measurements was .004933 g. 
Masses ranged from 53.59 g (WC10) to 2147.93 g (WC00) (see Appendix II). 
 Densities varied greatly according to sample morphology. The sampled block had 
a density of 2.8 g/cm3. Cowpie bombs had an average density of 1.4 g/cm3 and ribbon 
bombs an average of 1.45 g/cm3. Fusiform bombs fell in-between with an average density 
of 2.1 g/cm3 (see Appendix II). This is due to their massive exteriors compared to the 
exteriors of the cowpie and ribbon bombs.  
  
Eject! Results 
  Larger and denser blocks and bombs tended to experience less difference 
between zero drag and variable drag conditions. We see in blocks WC21-WC24 that the 
initial velocities are very similar for both drag conditions at all angles tested (Figure 23). 
 
 
Figure 23. Initial velocities in m/s for the largest blocks recorded. The difference between 
initial velocities at contrasting drag scenarios is minimal.  
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Conversely, smaller blocks and bombs experienced drastic changes in the initial velocity 
needed to place them in their observed positions under differing drag conditions. The 
change increases exponentially with increasing ejection angles (Figure 24). For example, 
the difference in initial velocity for no drag and constant drag for block WC19 at a 60° 
angle is approximately 9 m/s, while at 85°, the difference increases to around 424 m/s. 
When the zone of reduced (60 m) drag is applied, the initial velocity values fall in 
between those derived from conditions involving constant and no drag (see Appendix III). 
 
 
Figure 24. Initial velocities for all blocks and bombs at 45° and 85° with both constant drag 
and no drag. Smaller and less dense ejecta demonstrate an increasing difference between 
initial velocities under drag and no drag as the ejection angle increases. WC05, WC08, and 
WC19 are the most extreme cases of this trend.  Conversely, the heavier and denser blocks 
(WC21-WC24) remain fairly constant. 
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 The maximum height during flight followed the same trends as that of the initial 
velocities. The height achieved is a function of the ejection angle, initial speed, and force 
of gravity (a constant, g=9.8 m/s2). As the ejection angle increases, so does the maximum 
height. Similarly, as the initial velocity increases, so does the height (Figure 25). In most 
cases, the 45° ejection angle requires a larger initial velocity than the 60° ejection angle 
in order to land in the observed location (Figure 25, Appendix IV).  
 
Figure 25. Ejection angles (45°, 60°, 65°, 70°, 75°, 80°, and 85°) are located from the lowest 
height to the highest in consecutive order. Initial velocity at 60° is less than that of 45° and 
shows that 60° is a near optimal ejection angle for the parameters. 
 
 
 The final landing velocity (m/s) increases alongside ejection angle and maximum 
height (Figure 26). Initial and final velocities also share this increasing linear relationship 
(see Appendix IV). The time of flight increases with ejection angle and height of flight. 
For example, the time for WC33 at a 60° angle with no drag is 5.1 seconds. At 85°, the 
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time of flight is 14.8 seconds. In all cases, when drag is added, the initial velocities, 
maximum heights, and time traveled increase. The only exception is the final velocity, 
which is almost always less than the final velocity under no drag (Figure 26). For more 
graphs and figures see Appendix IV. 
 
 
Figure 26. Final velocities under constant drag are nearly all less than the final velocities 
under zero drag conditions. Eject! could not calculate data for some smaller blocks and 
bombs given the parameters that were recorded under the condition of constant drag. 
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Hazards Map 
 The data used to create this map (Figure 27) was based on conditions of a zone of 
reduced drag extending 60 m (see Appendix V). The innermost zone (≈220 m diameter) 
represents areas of highest risk, and the outermost zone (≈1300 m diameter) represents 
areas of lowest risk. The boundaries shown between zones represent the varying 
efficiency of ejection angles and do not represent a clear break between areas of higher 
and lower impact probability. The different zones represent a general gradient for risk 
around the crater.  
 
Figure 27. The level of risk decreases as the zones move away from the crater center. Zone 1 
represents the range of observed blocks and is depicted by the deep red circle over the 
crater. The farthest zone from the crater, Zone 4, is shown in yellow. Zone 2 to Zone 4 
represent the initial velocity for 85° applied to 75°, 60°, and 45° angles. Red dot to the 
northwest indicates a bomb (WC00) recorded in the lava flow. 
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Modeling with Mathematica 
 The model devised in Mathematica was used to match data for WC19, WC24, and 
WC33. These three samples were tested in Eject! for angles increasing by 5° from 45° to 
85° under the conditions of zero drag, constant drag, and a variable drag due to a zone of 
reduced drag (60 m). All data matched perfectly under conditions of no drag (see 
Appendix VI). The drag coefficient for spheres and cubes were not explicitly given in 
Eject!, and an appropriate viscosity value needed to be derived empirically. For block 
WC24 the viscosity coefficient was 50 kg/s (or N/m/s) for constant drag and 300 kg/s 
(Figure 28). Block WC19 and Bomb WC33 were not able to be calculated due to their 
small mass. Even the smallest viscosity coefficient (0.1 N/m/s) had a drastic effect and 
caused the ejecta to fall straight downward in the second half of their flight (Figure 29). 
With constant parameters across all of the ejecta recorded, the small blocks and bombs 
act like they hit a wall immediately upon encountering drag (Figure 30). 
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Figure 28. Ballistic curve of block WC24 under conditions of constant drag (viscosity=50 
kg/s) (left) and zero drag (right). Both curves appear very similar despite differing 
conditions. Blue filled rectangle represents the crater wall. Units along axes are in meters. 
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Figure 29. Ballistic curves for bomb WC33 under conditions of constant drag 
(viscosity=0.15 kg/s) (left) and zero drag (right). The curve under zero drag exhibits a 
perfect parabolic path, while under constant drag the flight path experiences an increased 
maximum height and a steep decline during the downward portion of its flight. Blue filled 
rectangle represents the crater wall. Units along axes are in meters. 
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Figure 30. Ballistic curve of bomb WC33 with a 60 m zone of reduced drag and a viscosity 
coefficient of 50 kg/s. When the viscosity begins at 50 kg/s, or essentially when drag set in, 
the bomb immediately drops off into a vertical descent. 
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 The polar plot to test theoretical distribution showed an evident relationship of 
lessening risk of ejecta impact as one moves away from the crater center (Figure 31). The 
farthest range shown in the polar plot was around 400 m from the origin. These results 
were calculated with a zone of reduced drag expanding 60 m horizontally. 
 
 
 
Figure 31. Theoretical distribution of ejecta based upon the average parameters of blocks 
WC21-WC24. The closer to the crater center (at the origin), the higher the risk of impact. 
Viscosity=1 kg/s and a reduced zone of drag is applied for 60 m. Units along axes are in 
meters. 
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DISCUSSION 
Field Distribution 
 Quarrying on Miter Crater likely made a large impact on the observable data 
recorded in the field. No bombs were found in situ, probably as a result of quarrying. 
Conversely, many of the blocks were found in situ and emplaced in the surrounding 
spatter. These blocks were found in the only undisturbed section of Miter Crater. This 
provided evidence that quarrying definitely made a large impact on bomb placement. The 
uncertainty of bomb placement was one of the reasons the calculations for the hazards 
map was based upon blocks. 
 Quarrying is also a possible explanation for the high block and bomb populations 
within the four quadrants of Miter Crater. The areas where little to no blocks or bombs 
were found (SW and NE quadrants) experienced the most quarrying, while the least 
quarried sections (NW and SE quadrants) held numerous blocks and bombs. It is highly 
likely that there were blocks and bombs along all of the crater rim at one point, but the 
quarrying destroyed or displaced them prior to the fieldwork completed in this study. 
However, directional eruptions and shifting vents could also be plausible explanations for 
the isolated locations of high ejecta populations. 
 Directional eruptions of pyroclastic materials are a result of wind currents and/or 
vents that are offset from their respective crater. Shifting vents have been documented in 
several cases including the Vulsini Volcanic District (Nappi et al., 1994), The Crater 
Peak vent at Mount Spurr Volcano (Waitt et al., 1995), and the Ilchulbong Tuff Cone 
(Sohn et al., 2012). Waitt et al. (1995) recorded the Crater Peak vent shifting from the 
center to the most northwestern part of the crater, tight against the southeast-facing wall. 
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This promoted preferential ejection of volcanic ejecta in the southeast direction. Although 
the timing of the ejecta observed at Miter Crater is not known, a shifting vent is a 
plausible explanation for the clusters of blocks and bombs. If the vent began nestled near 
the southeast portion of the crater, eruptions would have been preferentially dispersed to 
the northwest. Subsequently, the vent could have shifted to the northwest and exhibited 
preferential dispersal of ejecta to the southeast. 
  
Eject! 
 The trends displayed in the results show very few surprises. All values for initial 
velocity, maximum height, and time traveled increased when a constant drag was added 
to the flight paths from a zero drag environment except for the final velocity, which 
decreased. The explanation for these trends can be observed in Figure 29. When drag is 
added to the entirety of the flight path, the perfect parabolic flight becomes lopsided, with 
the back half of the flight at a much steeper slope than the initial half prior to the point of 
maximum height. Because drag is working against the projectile’s flight path, for both 
horizontal and vertical components, a higher initial velocity is required in order to land 
the same horizontal distance from the takeoff point. This means the maximum height 
reached will increase and produces a longer overall flight, which increases the time of 
flight. However, because drag is constantly working against the ejecta flight path, the 
final velocities decrease. 
 The data produced by Eject! displays a huge variability in initial velocities for 
some of the smaller blocks and bombs under conditions of drag versus no drag (refer to 
Figure 23). Conversely, the large blocks (WC21-WC24) show very little variability under 
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any conditions. For several of the smallest and least dense projectiles, Eject! could not 
calculate output data for the parameters recorded. This prompts questions as to the exact 
mechanisms for the flight of these ejecta. There are several explanations as to how these 
blocks and bombs were transported to their respective locations along the crater rim. 
 The first explanation is that there was an extended zone of reduced drag that 
encompassed the majority of the crater. According to Fagents and Wilson (1993), the 
zone of reduced drag is caused by air within the vicinity of an eruption that travels 
radially away from the source at a similar speed to the clasts being erupted. This will 
drastically reduce the effect of drag on ejecta and essentially create a zone where ejecta 
act according to a zero drag environment. If this were the case, then the data derived for 
conditions of zero drag would be applicable for all blocks and bombs recorded, and all 
initial velocities for said blocks and bombs would be within approximately 10 m/s of 
each other for an 85° angle (Figure 23). Because all ejecta were recorded on the crater 
rim with similar elevations and horizontal distances, the similar initial velocities for all 
recorded ejecta under any given angle supports the zone of reduced drag theory. 
 A related theory is that some of the smaller blocks and bombs travelled closely 
behind a significantly larger block or bomb. The effect of which would be comparable to 
creating a localized and mobile area of reduced drag. We see geese fly together to employ 
this effect for efficiency of migration flights (Higdon and Corrsin, 1978). This theory is 
possible but not probable as a widespread explanation for all of the bombs observed with 
large discrepancies between no drag and constant drag. 
 Another theory that could explain the transport mechanisms of the smaller blocks 
like WC19 involves the impact shattering observed for several blocks in the field. Upon 
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impact, smaller pieces of a larger block could have been broken and thrown aside so as to 
appear like an isolated flight path. If this were the case, the mass and volume for the 
sample as well as the recorded landing location would be incorrect and would produce 
inaccurate data. 
 The final explanation to account for the unrealistically high initial velocities 
generated by smaller ejecta involves mid-flight collisions. Harris and Ripepe (2007) 
documented that volcanic emissions can be characterized by single bursts that last a few 
seconds or by multiple bursts over 10 to 20 seconds, with only a few seconds between 
each burst. In the second case, ejecta from an earlier burst descend, while ejecta from 
later bursts ascend. Collisions between these different bursts can severely alter the 
projectile’s flight path (Vanderkluysen et al., 2012). Vanderkluysen et al. (2012) 
completed a study at Stromboli volcano where volcanic ejecta trajectories were tracked 
manually using calibrated thermal video data. By tracking each projectile, initial velocity, 
ejection angle, maximum height, and flight duration were measured. Vanderkluysen et al. 
(2012) found that 88% (84 out of 95) of their measured volcanic ejecta followed a 
ballistic flight path and could be modeled by simple Newtonian equations. Of the other 
12%, two landed significantly farther than their predicted landing zone, and two landed 
short due to collisions. Vanderkluysen et al. (2012) found that collisions can cause ejecta 
to land two to three times farther than in non-colliding scenarios. If collisions occurred 
during the eruption(s) at Miter Crater, it would be a plausible explanation for how the 
smaller blocks and bombs were transported to their landing positions under conditions of 
constant drag. 
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Hazards Map 
 The zone boundaries shown in the hazards map (Figure 26) for volcanic ballistic 
ejecta accounted for the data recorded for blocks and bombs along the crater rim. Only 
recording ejecta on the rim ensured more accurate data for the ballistic analyses; but in 
terms of collecting usable data for the hazards map, it was a limitation. It is likely that 
numerous blocks and bombs cleared the crater wall and landed on the other side, which 
would have made the data derived for the hazards map much more extreme (i.e. a larger 
horizontal and vertical distance traveled). The distances traveled could also be increased 
two to three fold by midflight collisions like those described in Vanderkluyson et al. 
(2012). For these reasons, the hazards map presented in this research is a minimum, and it 
is highly likely that volcanic ejecta can fly farther than the boundaries displayed. 
 The methods implemented to produce data for the hazards map presented differed 
from other studies on the hazards of ballistic volcanic ejecta. For example, Alatorre-
Ibargüengoitia et al. (2006) and Alatorre-Ibargüengoitia et al. (2012) complete similar 
hazards maps for the Volcán de Fuego de Colima and the Popocatépetl volcano. In these 
studies, levels of low, intermediate and high risk are shown based off of maximum 
kinetic energies derived from data collected by observed eruptions in the volcano’s past. 
The field methods, since these eruptions were observed, were not limited to data 
collected along the rim and could include prevailing wind patterns, making their 
estimates more accurate and empirically based. The maximum range (lowest level of 
risk) of volcanic ballistic projectiles for both studies (Alatorre-Ibargüengoitia et al., 2006; 
Alatorre-Ibargüengoitia et al., 2012) was around 12 km compared to the maximum range 
of ballistic ejecta in this study, which was approximately 650 m. This further enforces 
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that the data produced in this study serves only as a minimum range for ballistic ejecta 
hazards.  
 Future work to improve this hazards map could incorporate many factors. First, 
documenting and categorizing the different explosive events would allow different 
explosive scenarios to be accounted for distinct from one another. Second, blocks and 
bombs with impact structures found outside of the crater could be accounted for and 
utilized when producing data. Bombs like WC00 (Figure 26) could then be used, and the 
ranges for maximum flight distances would increase to a number that more closely 
resembles that of other studies. Third, more research/data of prevailing wind patterns and 
other climatic variables would help make data more accurate. Lastly, to make a more 
complete volcanic hazards model, one would need to account for other factors outside of 
volcanic ejecta following a ballistic flight path. If applicable, this would include tephra 
(or volcanic ash), pyroclastic flows and surges, lava flows, volcanic gases, and debris 
avalanches and flows. These types of studies have been done on Mount Rainier, 
Washington (Hoblitt et al., 1995) and on Mount Baker, Washington (Gardner et al., 1995). 
More fieldwork would need to be completed to determine if these phenomena occurred at 
Miter Crater. 
 
Modeling with Mathematica 
 The viscosity coefficient, referring to the viscosity of the air, behaved differently 
from the drag coefficient seen in other studies, and thus, the values differed greatly (Hintz, 
2008; Mastin, 2001). The units for the viscosity coefficient are Newtons per m/s or kg/s. 
In other words, for every one m/s a projectile is traveling, one Newton of force will be 
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applied to the ejecta in the form of drag. Once the viscosity coefficient was determined 
empirically for constant drag, the results from the model and Eject! behaved very 
similarly for block WC24. Also similar to Eject!, the model showed that it is not feasible 
for many of the smaller blocks and bombs to reach their observed landing positions under 
conditions of variable or constant drag without severely changing parameters of drag, 
initial velocity, and/or angle. This supports the theory that this eruption produced a large 
zone of reduced drag and/or experienced a large number of collisions.   
 The reason why a different viscosity coefficient was required to attain similar 
results to Eject! under conditions with a reduced zone of drag extending 60 m compared 
to constant drag is due to the model’s programming. In Eject! a zone of reduced drag 
extends as a radius of a circle around the point of eruption so that it accounts for both 
horizontal and vertical distances. In the model presented in this study, the drag from 
viscosity was programmed to set in only after 60 m in the horizontal direction. This 
means that drag has much less time acting upon the ejecta in the model than in Eject! and 
explains why a higher viscosity coefficient was needed to ascertain the correct, observed 
horizontal landing distance of ejecta under similar initial velocities observed in Eject!. To 
improve accuracy and consistency of this model, a zone of reduced drag that accounted 
for both horizontal and vertical parameters would need to be developed.  
 Due to the variance of the effect of air viscosity on volcanic ejecta of differing 
masses, the ranges obtained in the theoretical distribution (Figure 29) are not accurate. 
However, the general trend under any conditions shows a higher density of impacts near 
the source, moving into lower density of impacts progressively farther from the source. 
This proves that the trend of the hazards map is feasible. In order to produce an accurate 
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theoretical distribution map from the recorded parameters, a consistent drag coefficient 
would be needed. If this were done, then the data from it could be overlain on an aerial 
map and a gradient could be applied to indicate the gradual decrease in risk as one heads 
away from the eruptive center. 
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CONCLUSION 
 Miter Crater was chosen to complete a ballistic analysis because it is the least 
disturbed volcanic crater in the Ice Springs Volcanic Field. Blocks and bombs were found 
in relative abundance in specific locations along the rim of Miter Crater: blocks on the 
undisturbed northwest quadrant and bombs mainly on the southeast quadrant of Miter 
Crater. This can be explained by quarrying and/or directional eruptions. Data analysis, in 
both Eject! and the devised model, displayed the drastic effect drag plays on smaller 
blocks and bombs for varying trajectories, while still maintaining the parameters recorded 
in the field. There are several explanations as to how these smaller ejecta reached their 
observed landing positions without experiencing unrealistically rapid initial velocities. 
The two most probable are a large zone of decreased drag and/or midflight ejecta 
collisions because they would account for a larger number of small ejecta than tailgating 
and block shattering.  
 A hazards map for ballistic volcanic ejecta was devised using the trajectory data 
of the largest recorded blocks (WC21-WC24) to minimize the error due to drag. The 
initial velocity derived for an 85° ejection angle was then applied to 75°, 60°, and 45° 
ejection angles to create four different zones of risk, the largest of which extended around 
1300 m in diameter. The level of risk decreases in each zone extending away from the 
eruptive center. However, these estimates were a minimum because of collection 
methods and ejecta collisions and more work should be done to make a more accurate 
hazards map. The risk trend displayed in the hazards map was proved by creating a 
theoretical distribution polar plot, which plotted a thousand ejecta under random azimuth 
angles, ejection angles from 45°-90°, and muzzle velocities from 0-86 m/s. 
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APPENDIX III: EJECT! RESULTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- 0,- 1,- +,- ./- 0,- 1,-
2#"2'3#4 556 556 556 556 556 556 556 556
7#"2'3#4 +89+ .898 58/90 :+698 +89, .89+ 5859: :,+98
;/'3#<=4 +/90, +/9:: ,/9:, 1:9/, +/968 +/9,: ,/90. 1+96
;>'3#<=4 :595 :/9. +896 0191 :/96 :/9, +896 019+
?@#&'3=4 +95 ,96 695 5.9+ +95 ,96 698 5.9.
2#"2'3#4 5/+95 5/:91 5/+9/ 5/+9/ 5/+9/ 5/:96 5/+9/ 5/:96
7#"2'3#4 +59+ ,09: 5/096 :/09: +590 ,1 55/98 :8,9,
;/'3#<=4 +/9: :190 +09. 0096 +/96. :69, +698 1,9+
;>'3#<=4 869+ 8098 :191 0896 8190 80 :190 059+
?@#&'3=4 :90 ,9+ 19+ 5,9: :90 ,9+ 19, 5,91
2#"2'3#4 5:198 5:19: 5:198 5:198 5:195 5:198 5:198 5:198
7#"2'3#4 +19+ 0590 5:690 +/,95 ,/9: 0.95 5,89: +.+90
;/'3#<=4 +:9,0 +:9: ,+950 169++ +.9+8 +.961 ,695, 5/89,
;>'3#<=4 ::9, ::98 +.9, 1, :/91 :8 +,9+ 1.
?@#&'3=4 +9, .9+ 696 5090 +9, .9. 5/9: 5695
2#"2'3#4 5:091 5:096 5:096 5:096 5:096 5:096 5:096 5:096
7#"2'3#4 ./9: 069+ 5+,9+ +/69+ .890 109. 50,9. .8+96
;/'3#<=4 +19.: +,9,+ ,,980 16968 ,.9+. ,, 0.961 5+:98
;>'3#<=4 :+90 :/9: +:9. 1:9: 819+ 819, +89, .89:
?@#&'3=4 + .95 69. 509. +9: .9, 5/90 8896
2#"2'3#4 5/0 5/0 5/0 5/0 5/0 5/0 5/0 5/0
7#"2'3#4 A ..9. 55.98 :8/90 A .190 58:95 :,+
;/'3#<=4 A +5908 +69+5 069,0 A +:9:6 ,8981 119+,
;>'3#<=4 A 8,98 :.9. 089: A 8+95 :.9, 0:98
?@#&'3=4 A ,95 19+ 5,9+ A ,9: 190 5.9:
2#"2'3#4 5:.9+ 5:.9+ 5:.9+ 5:.9+ 5:.9+ 5:.9+ 5:.9+ 5:.9+
7#"2'3#4 ,69: 0198 5+:96 +/, .59+ 1,9+ 5.69+ ,0/98
;/'3#<=4 +198 +,988 ,+96: 169+: ,+91+ ,:98+ 089.8 58090
;>'3#<=4 :+9, :/98 +:9+ 1896 8196 819, +89, .+90
?@#&'3=4 + . 69. 509, +98 .9+ 5/9, 8590
2#"2'3#4 5,/9. 5,/9. 5,/9. 5,/9. 5,/9. 5,/9. 5,/9. 5,/9.
7#"2'3#4 ,090 159. 5,, +++95 .+9, 619+ 85190 A
;/'3#<=4 +09,1 +.951 ,09/. 6:9., .89:+ .,9:, 5559: A
;>'3#<=4 :,98 ::9: +098 1195 80 :/90 +:95 A
?@#&'3=4 +9, .9, 5/98 519, +96 09: 5898 A
2#"2'3#4 5:+9: 5:+98 5:+98 5:+98 5:+98 5:+98 5:+98 5:+98
7#"2'3#4 .5 019, 5+89+ :669: .89, 1+96 5.,9. ,+:9:
;/'3#<=4 +1965 +,9: ,+90 1191 ,,955 ,89.1 0/9:, 58591
;>'3#<=4 :+91 869, +89, 1596 8698 8096 +596 .,9,
?@#&'3=4 :96 ,96 69, 509: +95 .9: 5/9: 85
2#"2'3#4 5+5 5+5 5+5 5+5 5+5 5+5 5+5 5+5
7#"2'3#4 .595 1/91 5+19+ +519, .:9+ 119. 50: ,+091
;/'3#<=4 +196, +,96, ,,91: 6/96 ,+90 ,:905 ..9+ 58/9/,
;>'3#<=4 :, :/90 ++98 1+9: 8698 8196 +890 1+9.
?@#&'3=4 +95 .95 691 5091 +9: .9, 5/9. 8/91
2#"2'3#4 5:/95 5:/95 5:/95 5:/95 5:/95 5:/95 5:/95 5:/95
7#"2'3#4 ,19. 0,91 5:091 :1.96 .89, 1690 56591 01+90
;/'3#<=4 +096: ++9,5 ,:91 109+ .890. .8961 5/59,, 80/9+
;>'3#<=4 :+95 8695 +8 1/90 8+90 8.91 :69, +09,
?@#&'3=4 :91 ,91 69: 5095 +98 .9, 5595 8096
BC/,'
3CDE$@&4
BC/.'
3!$F&GD@H"%4
BC5+'
3CDE$@&4
BC/5'
3IJ=@>DG#4
BC/8'
3IJ=@>DG#4
BC/:'
3IJ=@>DG#4
BC/+'
3CDE$@&4
KL&MNO'P&=J%N='3B@NF')G"Q4KL&MNO'P&=J%N='3RD')G"Q4
BC8+'
3S%DMT4
BC88'
3S%DMT4
BC:/'
3IJ=@>DG#4
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!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- 0,- 1,- +,- ./- 0,- 1,-
2#"2'3#4 5+/67 5+/65 5+/65 5+/65 5+/65 5+/65 5+/65 5+/65
8#"2'3#4 .960 17 5+160 +5.61 .,6+ 1161 5096+ ,.,
:/'3#;<4 +=6== +.67= ,,611 =/609 ,.6+, ,+ 056,9 57960
:>'3#;<4 9,6, 9/65 +96, 1960 7=61 716, +761 .06+
?@#&'3<4 + .65 =60 5060 +67 .6+ 5/6, 756,
2#"2'3#4 5996. 5996. 5996. 5996. 5996. 5996. 5996. 5996.
8#"2'3#4 ./6. 0165 5+560 9=06. .96= =/67 511 050
:/'3#;<4 +160, +,651 ,+6,. 116. .5671 ./6,0 =/617 50060
:>'3#;<4 9+60 7=6+ +76, 1561 7,6= 7067 +/6. ,561
?@#&'3<4 96= ,6= =6, 5069 +67 .6, 55 7,6=
2#"2'3#4 57767 57561 57561 57561 57561 57561 57561 57561
8#"2'3#4 ,=67 0969 59/60 9.96. ./61 176+ 5.+6, ,0/6,
:/'3#;<4 +16/, +960, ,7691 1+607 ,167= ,,6= 09607 59061
:>'3#;<4 9+ 706, 9=61 006. 7,6= 7,6, 9161 ,969
?@#&'3<4 96. ,6. = 5.6, 96= .65 5/67 776,
2#"2'3#4 57561 57561 57561 57561 57561 57561 57561 57561
8#"2'3#4 A 0+6+ 5956+ 9.+67 .969 1.61 517 A
:/'3#;<4 A ++6/1 ,76,+ 1+61 .+607 .7617 5/96+ A
:>'3#;<4 A 7067 9=6, 006+ 7+65 7, 9061 A
?@#&'3<4 A ,6, = 5.6, 96= .67 5/60 A
2#"2'3#4 55+69 55+69 55+69 55+69 55+67 55+69 55+69 55+69
8#"2'3#4 A 0567 57+69 9+76, ./6, 0.65 5+9 +0=69
:/'3#;<4 A +965, ,565 1767+ ,+601 +=6=1 .,60 55=6/,
:>'3#;<4 A 7. 9061 0+60 716. 7+6, 9060 .565
?@#&'3<4 A ,69 16. 5,6= 96, ,6. =69 5=6,
2#"2'3#4 55/6. 55/6. 55/6. 55/6. 55/6. 55/6. 55/6. 55/6.
8#"2'3#4 A .=6+ 57/6, 99560 A 0765 57=6, 90,60
:/'3#;<4 A +76,= ,/695 1/6=7 A +,6/+ ,+651 =765+
:>'3#;<4 A 7,6, 90 096+ A 7+69 9.6. 0+6.
?@#&'3<4 A ,67 16, 5,60 A ,6+ 16= 5.61
2#"2'3#4 5/56+ 5/56+ 5/56+ 5/56+ 5/56+ 5/56+ 5/56+ 5/56+
8#"2'3#4 A .,67 5556, 9/+61 A 0/6, 59760 +9767
:/'3#;<4 A +567. +9691 006,0 A +=615 .96+, 5556,
:>'3#;<4 A 7+65 9+6= 0/ A 7767 9+6= ,96+
?@#&'3<4 A +6= 165 5, A ,69 16= 516=
2#"2'3#4 5/06/ 5/06/ 5/06/ 5/06/ 5/06/ 5/06/ 5/06/ 5/06/
8#"2'3#4 A ..6. 55.69 97/6, ,.6. 0561 59.67 ++,6.
:/'3#;<4 A +5607 +=6+7 0=6,, ,96.9 +=675 .+60+ 5556=
:>'3#;<4 A 7,67 9.6. 0769 7065 796. 9.6+ ,0
?@#&'3<4 A ,65 16+ 5,6+ 96+ ,6+ =65 5=
2#"2'3#4 1=69 1=69 1=69 1=69 1=69 1=69 1=69 1=69
8#"2'3#4 9+61 +161 =767 7.96, 9065 ,+6, 55761 ++/67
:/'3#;<4 9.6=9 9,60 ++ 07659 +9651 +96+, .76,, 59+60
:>'3#;<4 7065 7,6, 9.67 .060 776. 7+ 9+60 +=67
?@#&'3<4 96+ , 061 5+67 96. ,6+ 160 5=69
2#"2'3#4 5706/ 5706/ 5706/ 5706/ 5706/ 5706/ 5706/ 5706/
8#"2'3#4 ,/60 0/67 59560 90,69 ,9 0.6+ 5,96. ./76.
:/'3#;<4 ++6. +7617 ,76. 1.65 ,/65. +=6.+ .1657 7+=
:>'3#;<4 976, 9/65 +76= 1/6. 71 716. +561 .,67
?@#&'3<4 + ,6= =69 5.6= +67 .69 5/65 7560
BC59'
3CDE$@&4
BC5,'
3CDE$@&4
BC50'
3F@GGDH4
BC51'
3I%DJK4
BC57'
3CDE$@&4
BC/='
3!$@HL%&4
BC5/'
3MN<@>DO#4
BC55'
3MN<@>DO#4
PQ&JRS'F&<N%R<'3TD')O"U4 PQ&JRS'F&<N%R<'3B@RV')O"U4
BC/0'
3MN<@>DO#4
BC/1'
3F@GGDH4
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!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- 0,- 1,- +,- ./- 0,- 1,-
2#"2'3#4 56+78 56,7/ 56,7/ 56,7/ 56,7/ 56,7/ 56,7/ 56,7/
9#"2'3#4 ,670 0/71 5:/78 :0/7+ ,,76 017: 5,17. .0078
;/'3#<=4 +,7+. +:7/5 ,67+, 1,7,: ,670, ,5718 0:7:, ,5/
;>'3#<=4 :670 6876 +578 087, 60 607, +/70 ./75
?@#&'3=4 :78 ,71 876 5.71 +75 .76 5/76 6:
2#"2'3#4 55678 55:7/ 55:7/ 55:7/ 55678 55:7/ 55:7/ 55:7/
9#"2'3#4 ,678 .0 56/7, ::.7. ,:7: .875 56176 +/:76
;/'3#<=4 +,7,. +571+ ,/7:5 157,+ +0711 ++7, ,,70, 5557,
;>'3#<=4 :676 6.71 :170 0, 6871 6. :17. 0/7:
?@#&'3=4 :7, ,7+ 170 5,78 :7. ,7, 8 507+
2#"2'3#4 5/.71 5/.78 5/.78 5/.78 5/.78 5/.78 5/.78 5/.78
9#"2'3#4 +: ,87: 55/76 :5. +:7: ,871 55:75 :+670
;/'3#<=4 +57/0 :87:. +1755 08 +5785 +/766 ,/755 8/
;>'3#<=4 6878 607, :8 0:78 68 60 :178 0570
?@#&'3=4 :70 ,7+ 17, 5,7, :70 ,7, 17. 5.76
2#"2'3#4 5/07/ 5/07/ 5/07/ 5/07/ 5/07/ 5/07/ 5/07/ 5/07/
9#"2'3#4 :87: ,.71 5/876 :5+7. :87. ,07, 5557, :::75
;/'3#<=4 :876+ :17,6 +078 0171: :8710 :8768 +87+. 1.76,
;>'3#<=4 687, 617. +/7: 0+7, 6178 617: +/76 0678
?@#&'3=4 :78 ,7. 17. 5,7. :78 ,7. 170 5.
2#"2'3#4 55+78 55,7/ 55,7/ 55,7/ 55+78 55,7/ 55,7/ 55,7/
9#"2'3#4 ,67: .07: 566 :+675 ,: 0/7+ 5::76 ++:76
;/'3#<=4 +,768 +578+ ,/7.: 1676 +17,: +,705 ,17,, 5:675
;>'3#<=4 :676 607: :87+ 0,71 68 6.7: :875 .170
?@#&'3=4 :7. ,7, 171 5. :70 ,70 876 517:
2#"2'3#4 56:71 56:71 56:71 56:71 56:71 56:71 56:71 56:71
9#"2'3#4 ,: 0/7. 5:/ :.076 ,176 1.75 58570 A
;/'3#<=4 +,7,1 +678+ ,676, 1,75, .67., .+70, 5507. A
;>'3#<=4 :670 6178 +57, 0875 6:7+ 6.7. :078 A
?@#&'3=4 :71 ,71 876 5.70 +7: .7, 5576 A
2#"2'3#4 56:7: 56:7: 56:7: 56:7: 56:7: 56:7: 56:7: 56:7:
9#"2'3#4 ,678 0/7+ 5687. :.,71 ,:70 0678 5:17: ++57,
;/'3#<=4 +,7,. +6718 ,6750 1, +078, +,70 ,1 55071,
;>'3#<=4 :670 6171 +57+ 0178 :/7: 61 +575 0:7,
?@#&'3=4 :71 ,71 875 5.7. :78 ,78 87, 517:
2#"2'3#4 56671 56671 56671 56671 56671 56671 56671 56671
9#"2'3#4 ,670 0/75 568 :.+7+ ,:7, 0671 5:171 ++871
;/'3#<=4 +,7++ +6708 ,67/. 1+71: +17/8 +,785 ,17,8 56:
;>'3#<=4 :67. 6171 +57: 0170 :/ 6078 +5 0670
?@#&'3=4 :71 ,70 875 5.7. :78 ,78 87, 517,
2#"2'3#4 56071 56071 56071 56071 56070 56071 56071 56071
9#"2'3#4 ,:70 067: 5::71 :0171 ,+75 0:7, 5:078 +5575
;/'3#<=4 +,78 +:7+. ,:7/5 1.7, +.780 ++706 ,,7,0 8171
;>'3#<=4 :: 687. +67+ 1/7, :578 6876 +67: 0175
?@#&'3=4 :78 ,78 87: 50 + ,78 87, 5070
2#"2'3#4 56:75 56:75 56:75 56:75 56:75 56:75 56:75 56:75
9#"2'3#4 +678 .:70 56+7: :./71 +.70 067: 5,+7: ,+871
;/'3#<=4 +/788 +/708 ,57/8 1+7+ +17/0 +878, 06 5:575
;>'3#<=4 :57. :57+ ++ 1/7: 6.71 687+ +57, ,076
?@#&'3=4 +76 . 87: 5.70 +7, .7, 5/7+ 6675
BC60'
3D%EFG4
BC61'
3D%EFG4
BC68'
3D%EFG4
BC:5'
3H@IIEJ4
BC58'
3D%EFG4
BC6/'
3D%EFG4
BC65'
3D%EFG4
BC6:'
3D%EFG4
BC6,'
3D%EFG4
BC6.'
3H@IIEJ4
KL&FMN'H&=O%M='3PE')Q"R4 KL&FMN'H&=O%M='3B@MS')Q"R4
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!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- 0,- 1,- +,- ./- 0,- 1,-
2#"2'3#4 5.6/ 5.6/ 5.6/ 5.6/ 5.6/ 5.6/ 5.6/ 5.6/
7#"2'3#4 8+6+ ,/6+ 506, 91:65 8.6, ,,69 ::+6: 8596.
;/'3#<=4 8.60: 8.690 +,69, 0+6. +:69, +9 ,1680 :/,
;>'3#<=4 9065 9068 816, 0/60 9+6, 9. 806: ,,65
?@#&'3=4 860 ,68 169 :+61 865 ,6. 165 :16:
2#"2'3#4 516: 5169 5169 5169 5169 5169 5169 5169
7#"2'3#4 +,6: ,060 :/+6+ 9596, +,61 ./65 ::,65 8016,
;/'3#<=4 +96/0 8161+ +.61+ 0. +,609 +86: ,,619 :/:6,,
;>'3#<=4 9565 9,6: 8.68 0/ 9.68 9+6: 8. .:6:
?@#&'3=4 868 ,6: 16: :+61 86+ ,68 16. :06:
2#"2'3#4 :+,6/ :++65 :++65 :++65 :++65 :++65 :++65 :++65
7#"2'3#4 .96. 1965 :,96+ +8/ .+6. 1560 :0.6: ,.86.
;/'3#<=4 +56,8 +.6,, ,.6,1 596:, ,,6,: ,8600 .56.8 :9/60
;>'3#<=4 8,6, 8:69 ++61 1,6, 8/69 956. +865 1/
?@#&'3=4 +6: .69 565 :1 +68 .6. :/60 9:68
2#"2'3#4 ,06+ ,06+ ,06+ ,06+ ,06+ ,06+ ,06+ ,06+
7#"2'3#4 9:6, 8/60 ,161 :.165 996: 8968 .+6: 9:969
;/'3#<=4 95 91688 8,6:+ ,060, 8/65+ 8/609 +/690 0.6.
;>'3#<=4 9:60 9/61 956+ ,+6, :565 9/6: 9165 +165
?@#&'3=4 961 + .68 ::6+ 965 +69 .6. :965
AB88'
3CD=@>EF#4
AB8+'
3CD=@>EF#4
AB:.'
3G@HHEI4
JK&LMN'G&=D%M='3OE')F"P4 JK&LMN'G&=D%M='3A@MQ')F"P4
AB89'
3BER$@&4
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APPENEDIX IV: GRAPHS AND FIGURES 
 
 
Appendix 4.1. Disparities between maximum height for the same ejection angles, but 
differing drag conditions, grow as the ejection angle increases. Missing data points 
represent ejecta that could not be calculated in Eject! under the observed parameters with a 
constant drag. 
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Appendix 4.2. Disparities between flight time for the same ejection angles, but differing 
drag conditions, grow as the ejection angle increases. Missing data points represent ejecta 
that could not be calculated in Eject! under the observed parameters with a constant drag. 
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Appendix 4.3. Trendline shows that a 60° ejection angle more efficient than 45° and all 
other angles tested. 
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Appendix 4.4. Ejection angles (45°, 60°, 65°, 70°, 75°, 80°, and 85°) are located from 
the lowest height to the highest in consecutive order.  
 
 
 
 
Appendix 4.5. Ejection angles go up the trendline as follows: 60°, 45°, 65°, 70°, 75°, 
80°, and 85°. In this case, a 60° angle is most efficient due to the elevated landing 
location. 
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APPENDIX V: HAZARDS DATA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- 0,- 1,- 2/-
3#"3'4#5 .+167 ,.86+ 79+68 8/269 /6/
:#"3'4#5 8.968 9+769 7/96, 79861 79+67
;/'4#<=5 0260 0260 0260 0260 0260
;>'4#<=5 0260 0260 0260 0,6/ 0260
?@#&'4=5 886, 8+68 8,60 8,60 8.67
3#"3'4#5 .7.6. ,,867 78167 8/.62 /
:#"3'4#5 8,269 97161 92068 78. 7816+
;/'4#<=5 02 02 02 02 02
;>'4#<=5 02 02 02 0762 02
?@#&'4=5 886+ 8+ 8,6. 8,6, 8.68
3#"3'4#5 .826/ ,7.68 7/26, 8/+6/ /6/
:#"3'4#5 8,+61 97969 91162 7/067 7/26.
;/'4#<=5 0062 0062 0062 0062 0062
;>'4#<=5 0062 0062 0062 0962 0062
?@#&'4=5 8869 8761 8,6+ 8,67 8,62
3#"3'4#5 .7762 ,+26/ 78.62 8/06/ /6/
:#"3'4#5 8,16, 97061 92,61 78+6. 78068
;/'4#<=5 01617 01617 01617 01617 01617
;>'4#<=5 0162 0162 0162 0+6, 01617
?@#&'4=5 886+ 8762 8,6, 8,6. 8.68
3#"3'4#5 0/76. ./267 7,861 882 /
:#"3'4#5 80. 9.762 79167 7+269 7,862
;/'4#<=5 176/, 176/, 176/, 176/, 176/,
;>'4#<=5 1768 1768 1768 0161 176/,
?@#&'4=5 89 8+60 8.6+ 8.6+ 8.62
A&BC')B"D'E=@FD'(F@G"%';&%CH@G&='I&B@J&I'>BC#'"F'1,-'"FD%&'4KLM/N'O1,-5
PQ99''''
4R%CHS5
PQ97''''
4R%CHS5
TJ&B"D&
PQ98''''
4R%CHS5
PQ9+''''
4R%CHS5
 75 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- 0,- 1,- 2/-
3#"3'4#5 6+/7/ 6/072 8/276 +870 /7/
9#"3'4#5 ./7/ 2/7/ 8867/ 88278 86/7/
:/'4#;<5 +17, +17, +17, +17, +17,
:='4#;<5 +17, +17, +/7> +17, +17,
?@#&'4<5 07/ 17. 170 272 272
3#"3'4#5 6>.78 6/+7, 8/.72 +8 /
9#"3'4#5 ,2 117. 88/76 88076 88178
:/'4#;<5 +1788 +1788 +1788 +1788 +1788
:='4#;<5 +1788 +1788 >2 +1788 +1788
?@#&'4<5 .72 17, 17, 271 271
3#"3'4#5 6>878 6//76 8/+7/ +/78 /7/
9#"3'4#5 ,071 1.70 8/072 88+70 88,7.
:/'4#;<5 +07. +07. +07. +07. +07.
:='4#;<5 +07. +07. >171 +07. +07.
?@#&'4<5 .72 17+ 17+ 270 270
3#"3'4#5 6>+7/ 6/670 8/07/ +/7. /7/
9#"3'4#5 ,17, 1071 8/276 88.76 88078
:/'4#;<5 +072 +072 +072 +072 +072
:='4#;<5 +072 +072 +/7> +072 +072
?@#&'4<5 .72 17, 17. 270 271
3#"3'4#5 6,17. 66+7/ 882 ++72 /
9#"3'4#5 .+70 20 86/70 8617+ 8627>
:/'4#;<5 ,/7>, ,/7>, ,/7>, ,/7>, ,/7>,
:='4#;<5 ,/7>, ,/7>, +672 ,/7>, ,/7>,
?@#&'4<5 07> 172 278 8/76 8/7>
A&BC')B"D'E<@FD'(F@G"%':&%CH@G&<'I&B@J&I'=BC#'"F'0,-'"FD%&'4KLM/N'O0,-5
PJ&B"D&
QR68''''
4S%CHT5
QR66''''
4S%CHT5
QR6>''''
4S%CHT5
QR6+''''
4S%CHT5
 76 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- 0,- 1,- 2/-
3#"3'4#5 .+672 ,,879 68/70 9/278 /7/
:#"3'4#5 90676 8,07/ 69176 6617, 6++7/
;/'4#<=5 1,7+ 1,7+ 1,7+ 1,7+ 1,71
;>'4#<=5 0672 0,7. 0079 067. 0170
?@#&'4=5 9972 9+7, 9.79 9.79 9.71
3#"3'4#5 .6/72 ,6176 6967, 9/.72 /
:#"3'4#5 90. 8,27. 68/72 6+979 6,,79
;/'4#<=5 1070 1070 1070 1070 127+
;>'4#<=5 0/70 0679 0,79 0971 0178
?@#&'4=5 98 9+7, 9.78 9.79 90
3#"3'4#5 .9+79 ,8,7. 6/,70 9/+ /7/
:#"3'4#5 9.078 8+07. 6/.7, 68,71 68176
;/'4#<=5 1+76 1+76 1+76 1+76 1+76
;>'4#<=5 0976 0678 0+72 0976 0.7,
?@#&'4=5 9970 9+78 9,71 9,71 9.7+
3#"3'4#5 .827, ,6278 6967, 9/07/ /7/
:#"3'4#5 90/70 8,872 69679 66872 66,7+
;/'4#<=5 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
;>'4#<=5 087, 0+7+ 0. 0872 007,
?@#&'4=5 9971 9+7+ 9. 9. 9.7,
3#"3'4#5 0/97/ ./,76 6,/78 992 /
:#"3'4#5 90279 8.071 66871 6,+76 6,0
;/'4#<=5 1+7.6 1+7.6 1+7.6 1+7.6 1+7.6
;>'4#<=5 19 197. 1878 017+ 1870
?@#&'4=5 9879 9+71 9.7, 9.7. 9079
AB&C"D&
EF89''''
4G%HIJ5
EF88''''
4G%HIJ5
EF86''''
4G%HIJ5
EF8+''''
4G%HIJ5
;"C@"K%&')C"D'L=@MD'(M@N"%';&%HI@N&='O&C@B&O'>CH#'"M'1,-'"MD%&'4PQR/S'T1,-5
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!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- 0,- 1,- 2/-
3#"3'4#5 67282 6/089 9/286 +980 /8/
:#"3'4#5 .98, 2982 99+89 9698+ 96687
;/'4#<=5 +28+ +28+ +28+ +28+ +28+
;>'4#<=5 +089 +08. +/86 +187 +18.
?@#&'4=5 089 180 181 9/8/ 9/8/
3#"3'4#5 67.80 6/782 9/.82 +987 /
:#"3'4#5 .98, 2980 99782 96986 96689
;/'4#<=5 +28. +28. +28. +28. +28.
;>'4#<=5 +.89 +.81 72 +081 +187
?@#&'4=5 089 180 180 282 9/
3#"3'4#5 66282 92187 9/782 +/8/ /8/
:#"3'4#5 ,286 118+ 9/282 99.82 99081
;/'4#<=5 +18,+ +18,+ +18,+ +18,+ +18,+
;>'4#<=5 +,82 +.8+ 718. +087 +08.
?@#&'4=5 0 18, 18, 281 281
3#"3'4#5 67789 6/989 9/08/ +/8. /8/
:#"3'4#5 ,282 128, 99987 99187 99286
;/'4#<=5 +1816 +1816 +1816 +1816 +1816
;>'4#<=5 +.87 +.81 +/89 +08. +082
?@#&'4=5 0 18. 180 281 282
3#"3'4#5 6,282 66+82 992 ++82 /
:#"3'4#5 .,8, 2189 96987 96289 97/
;/'4#<=5 ,/8.6 ,/8.6 ,/8.6 ,/8.6 ,/8.6
;>'4#<=5 ,/89 ,/86 +682 ,/87 ,/8+
?@#&'4=5 087 182 286 9/87 9/87
;"A@"B%&')A"C'D=@EC'(E@F"%';&%GH@F&='I&A@J&I'>AG#'"E'0,-'"EC%&'4KLM/N'O0,-5
PJ&A"C&
QR69''''
4S%GHT5
QR66''''
4S%GHT5
QR67''''
4S%GHT5
QR6+''''
4S%GHT5
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!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- 0,- 1,- 2/-
3#"3'4#5 .+678 ,,976 68/78 9/278 /7/
:#"3'4#5 90676 8,.71 69179 6617, 6+/71
;/'4#<=5 1.7, 1.7, 1.7, 1.7, 1.7,
;>'4#<=5 0672 0,7. 007/ 067. 007,
?@#&'4=5 9972 9+7, 9.79 9.78 9.70
3#"3'4#5 .6/7. ,6071 69679 9/.71 /
:#"3'4#5 90.78 8,270 68/72 6+9 6+67.
;/'4#<=5 127+ 127+ 127+ 127+ 127+
;>'4#<=5 0/70 0679 0,79 0971 0,71
?@#&'4=5 98 9+7, 9.78 9.78 9.70
3#"3'4#5 .997. ,8676 6/+76 9/672 /7/
:#"3'4#5 9..70 8+.7. 6/,76 68,7, 680
;/'4#<=5 1,7+ 1,7+ 1,7+ 1,7+ 1,7+
;>'4#<=5 0978 0679 0+71 097+ 0,76
?@#&'4=5 9970 9+78 9,71 9,71 9.76
3#"3'4#5 .8271 ,6278 6967+ 9/07/ /7/
:#"3'4#5 909 8,679 6967+ 66679 66,70
;/'4#<=5 1.78, 1.78, 1.78, 1.78, 1.78,
;>'4#<=5 087, 0+7+ 0. 0872 0.7,
?@#&'4=5 9971 9+7+ 9. 9. 9.7,
3#"3'4#5 0//7. ./,7/ 6,/7/ 992 /
:#"3'4#5 90279 8.071 66870 6,+78 6,0
;/'4#<=5 1+72 1+72 1+72 1+72 1+72
;>'4#<=5 19 197. 1878 017+ 187,
?@#&'4=5 9879 9+71 9.7, 9.7. 9079
ABC=D"CD')E"F'G=@CF'(C@H"%';&%BI@H&='J&E@K&J'>EB#'"C'1,-'"CF%&'4LMN/O'P1,-5
QK&E"F&
RA89''''
4S%BIT5
RA88''''
4S%BIT5
RA86''''
4S%BIT5
RA8+''''
4S%BIT5
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!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- 0,- 1,- 2/-
3#"3'4#5 67181 6/.8/ 9/286 +98. /8/
:#"3'4#5 .98+ 2980 99+8/ 96989 9668/
;/'4#<=5 +282 +282 +282 +282 +282
;>'4#<=5 +08/ +08, +/86 +18/ +18/
?@#&'4=5 089 180 181 9/8/ 9/8/
3#"3'4#5 67780 6/986 9/.82 +/80 /
:#"3'4#5 ./82 2/81 99789 99281 96/80
;/'4#<=5 ,/899 ,/899 ,/899 ,/899 ,/899
;>'4#<=5 +,82 +.8, 7182 +087 +087
?@#&'4=5 0 18. 18. 282 282
3#"3'4#5 66281 92189 9/+8/ +/8/ /8/
:#"3'4#5 ,28+ 118. 99/86 990 99082
;/'4#<=5 +286 +286 +286 +286 +286
;>'4#<=5 +,82 +.8+ 7180 +0 +0
?@#&'4=5 0 18, 18, 281 281
3#"3'4#5 67787 6/989 9/08/ +/8. /8/
:#"3'4#5 ./86 1281 9998, 9918. 9928,
;/'4#<=5 +28+. +28+. +28+. +28+. +28+.
;>'4#<=5 +.87 +.81 +/86 +08+ +08+
?@#&'4=5 0 18. 180 281 282
3#"3'4#5 6,18+ 6678, 992 ++82 /
:#"3'4#5 .,89 208. 96987 962 97/
;/'4#<=5 ,/80. ,/80. ,/80. ,/80. ,/80.
;>'4#<=5 +282 ,/89 +682 ,/86 ,/86
?@#&'4=5 087 182 286 9/87 9/87
ABC=D"CD')E"F'G=@CF'(C@H"%';&%BI@H&='J&E@K&J'>EB#'"C'0,-'"CF%&'4LMN/O'P0,-5
QK&E"F&
RA69''''
4S%BIT5
RA66''''
4S%BIT5
RA67''''
4S%BIT5
RA6+''''
4S%BIT5
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APPENDIX VI: MATHEMATICA MODELING 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Volcanic Ejecta
Polar Plot
In[590]:= Clear@"Global`*"D
In[591]:= Parameters = 8m Ø 2738, g Ø 9.8, b0 Ø 1, R Ø 60, h Ø 0<;
In[592]:= b@x_D := If@x < R, 0, -b0D
In[593]:= Plot@b@xD ê. Parameters, 8x, 0, 120<D
Out[593]=
20 40 60 80 100 120
-1.0
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
In[594]:= range@v0_, alt0_D :=
Module@8q0 = 90 ° - alt0<,
tStop = tMax = 99;
Equations = 8
m x''@tD ã b@x@tDD x'@tD,
m y''@tD ã b@x@tDD y'@tD - m g,
x@0D ã 0,
y@0D ã 0,
x'@0D ã v0 Cos@q0D,
y'@0D ã v0 Sin@q0D
<;
Solution =
NDSolve@
Equations ê. Parameters,
8x@tD, y@tD<,
8t, 0, tMax<,
Method Ø 8
"EventLocator",
"Event" Ø y@tD - h ê. Parameters,
"EventAction" ß Throw@tStop = t, "StopIntegration"D,
"Direction" Ø -1 H*going down*L
<
D;
x@tD ê. Solution@@1DD ê. t Ø tStop
H*ParametricPlot@8x@tD,y@tD<ê.Solution,8t,0,tStop<D*L
D
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In[595]:= range@4, 1D
Out[595]= 1.48457
In[596]:= angles = RandomReal@80, p ê 2<, 1000D;
In[597]:= Histogram@anglesD
Out[597]=
In[598]:= range@RandomReal@80, 4<D, RandomReal@80, p ê 2<DD
Out[598]= 0.268926
In[599]:= ranges = Table@
range@RandomReal@80, 4<D, RandomReal@80, p ê 2<DD,
81000<
D;
In[600]:= Histogram@rangesD
Out[600]=
In[601]:= data = Table@ H* 8azi, r@v,altD< *L
8RandomReal@80, 360 °<D, range@RandomReal@80, 86<D, RandomReal@845 °, 90 °<DD<,
81000<
D;
2   Volcanic Ejecta(?)2.nb
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In[602]:= ListPolarPlot@data, Frame Ø TrueD
Out[602]=
-400 -200 0 200 400
-400
-200
0
200
Plot with Variable Viscosity
In[603]:= Clear@"Global`*"D
In[604]:= b@x_, b0_D := If@x < Rd, 0, -b0D
In[605]:= Parameters = 8m Ø 0.685, g Ø 9.8, b0 Ø 50, R Ø 100, h Ø 35.4, Rd Ø 60, w Ø 20<;
In[606]:= Plot@b@x, 0D ê. Parameters, 8x, 0, 120<D
Out[606]=
20 40 60 80 100 120
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In[607]:= Terraine@x_D := h UnitBoxB
x - R - .5
w
F
TPlot =
Plot@Terraine@xD ê. Parameters, 8x, 0, 130<, Filling Ø Bottom, PlotRange Ø 8-10, 100<D
Out[608]=
In[609]:= TrajectoryVV@v0_, alt0_, b0_D :=
Module@8q0 = p ê 2 - alt0 Degree<,
tStop = tMax = 99;
Equations = 8
m x''@tD ã b@x@tD, b0D x'@tD,
m y''@tD ã b@x@tD, b0D y'@tD - m g,
x@0D ã 0,
y@0D ã 0,
x'@0D ã v0 Sin@q0D,
y'@0D ã v0 Cos@q0D
<;
Solution =
NDSolve@
Equations ê. Parameters,
8x@tD, y@tD<,
8t, 0, tMax<,
Method Ø 8
"EventLocator",
"Event" Ø y@tD - h ê. Parameters,
"Direction" Ø -1,
"EventAction" ß Throw@tStop = t, "StopIntegration"D
<
D;
APlot = ParametricPlot@8x@tD, y@tD< ê. Solution,
8t, 0, tStop<, PlotRange Ø 880, 140<, 8-10, 550<<D;
Show @APlot, TPlotD
D
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In[610]:= Manipulate@TrajectoryVV@v0, alt0, b0D,
88v0, 80<, 0, 600<, 88alt0, 85<, 45, 90<, 88b0, 0<, 0, 1000<D
Out[610]=
v0
76
alt0
85
b0
0
In[611]:=
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!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- .,- 0/- 0,- 1/- 1,-
2#"2'3#4 556 556 556 556 556 556 556
7#"2'3#4 +89+ .898 0+95 6590 58/90 50195 :+698
;/'3#<=4 +/90, +/9:: +89/, +,958 ,/9:, ./ 1:9/,
2#"2'3#4 6195 6198 6198 6198 6198 6198 6198
7#"2'3#4 +,95 ,090 ..96 1/96 5/+9+ 5,59, 8689,
;/'3#<=4 +89/0 :191+ :696, +89:1 +.91+ ,,9:: 0.
2#"2'3#4 58+96 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/
7#"2'3#4 ,890 0/91 1891 5//91 5:/96 56/96 :0/9+
;/'3#<=4 +,9+. +:9/5 ++9++ +09:5 ,89+, .8958 1,9,:
!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- .,- 0/- 0,- 1/- 1,-
2#"2'3#4 556 556 556 556 556 556 556
7#"2'3#4 +8 .8 0+ 68 58/ 501 :+6
;/'3#<=4 +5 +/ +8 +, ,/ ./ 1:
2#"2'3#4 61 61 61 61 61 61 61
7#"2'3#4 +, ,1 .0 15 5/+ 5,8 86:
;/'3#<=4 +89/0 :191+ :696, +89:1 +.91+ ,,9:: 0.
2#"2'3#4 58, 58, 58, 58, 58, 58, 58,
7#"2'3#4 ,: 05 1: 5/5 5:5 565 :0/
;/'3#<=4 +,9+. +:9/5 ++9++ +09:5 ,89+, .8958 1,9,:
!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- .,- 0/- 0,- 1/- 1,-
2#"2'3#4 556 556 556 556 556 556 556
7#"2'3#4 +89, .89+ 0+9+ 6895 5859: 5069, :,+98
;/'3#<=4 +/968 +/9,: +8981 +,9+5 ,/90. ./90 1+96
2#"2'3#4 6198 6198 6198 6198 6198 6198 6198
7#"2'3#4 +,91 ./96 059+ 1090 55,96 50.9: :019,
;/'3#<=4 +,908 +:95 ++968 +19., ,,918 059+, 5/59,,
2#"2'3#4 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/
7#"2'3#4 ,,98 019: 6:9+ 55.96 5,19. 8,:91 .0096
;/'3#<=4 ,890, ,5916 ,,9/8 .595+ 0:9:, 5/,9, ,5/
!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- .,- 0/- 0,- 1/- 1,-
2#"2'3#4 556 556 556 556 556 556 556
7#"2'3#4 +8 .8 0+ 68 585 501 :,,
;/'3#<=4 +5 +/9, +8 +,9, ,5 .5 1,
!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- .,- 0/- 0,- 1/- 1,-
2#"2'3#4 556 556 556 556 556 556 556
7#"2'3#4 +89+ .89+ 0+9: 68 5859: 5069+ :,+9:
;/'3#<=4 +/915 +/9+8 +8950 +,981 ,/9.8 ./9, 1+9.:
2#"2'3#4 6198 6198 6198 6198 6198 6198 6198
7#"2'3#4 +,9. ./95 0/9+ 1.9, 55+9, 50+96 :019:
;/'3#<=4 +:985 +/9+. +89/, +,9+5 ,596, ..9+, 5//9:
2#"2'3#4 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/ 58,9/
7#"2'3#4 ,+9. 00 6596 55,98 5,.91 8,895 .0,
;/'3#<=4 +19+ +098: +6968 ,,98, .. 6+95 :./
!"#$%&'() * +,- ./- .,- 0/- 0,- 1/- 1,-
2#"2'3#4 556 556 556 556 556 556 556
7#"2'3#4 +8 .8 0, 68 585 51/ :,,
;/'3#<=4 +/91 +/9, +8950 +, ,/9.8 ./9, 1,
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